This document lists the most current SCID-5-RV module files available, as well as each prior revision. To enable comprehensive administration of the SCID-5-RV, which was originally released on February 13, 2015, several minor and more significant updates have been made. Users are instructed to incorporate all prior module updates through and including the most current module updates available to ensure proper SCID-5-RV administration.
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## Update Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCID-5-RV Module File</th>
<th>Update #</th>
<th># of Update History Per Module</th>
<th>Most Current Module</th>
<th>Each Module Revision Prior to Most Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-Scoresheet</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a-Patient Overview</td>
<td>9, 23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4/11/17</td>
<td>2/13/15 9/12/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b-Non-Patient Overview</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4/11/17</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a-Core Screening</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5/1/15</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b-Enhanced Screening</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5/1/15</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a-Module A with specifiers</td>
<td>5, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4/11/17</td>
<td>2/13/15 5/6/16 9/28/16 10/10/16 2/13/17 3/18/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b-Module A without specifiers</td>
<td>5, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4/11/17</td>
<td>2/13/15 5/6/16 10/10/16 2/13/17 3/18/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a-Modules B and C</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4/11/17</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b-Module B/C Psychotic Screen</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-Module D</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4/11/17</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-Module E</td>
<td>2, 6, 20, 24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4/11/17</td>
<td>2/13/15 5/1/16 5/6/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-Module G</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5/25/16</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-Module I</td>
<td>4, 22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4/11/17</td>
<td>2/13/15 4/17/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-Module K</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12a-Module L standard trauma</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2/3/17</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12b-Module L detailed trauma</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2/3/17</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-Optional Disorders</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2/13/15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Modules that have undergone revision are shown in bold typeface. The Update # below grouped by module corresponds to each specific update that can be found in the most recent list of SCID-5-RV Updates.*
<List of Updates for Each Module File>

FILE #1-Scoresheet
No update

FILE #2a-Patient Overview
1) Revision in Patient Overview only. Field codes within the Lifetime Alcohol and Drug Use section have been corrected to properly reflect the Patient Overview field code designation.

**AFFECTED FIELD CODES: Pages 7 and 8 (field codes OP15-OP22) in Patient Overview (2a-SCID-5-RV-Patient_Overview).**

**Error:** The field codes OP15-OP22 in the Patient Overview were erroneously listed with the Non-Patient field code designation, i.e., ONP15-ONP22.

**Resolution:** Correct the field codes to OP15, OP16, OP17, OP18, OP19, OP20, OP21, and OP22.

**Fixed Version:** FIELD CODES ARE LISTED AS OP15, OP16, OP17, OP18, OP19, OP20, OP21, OP22

2) Revision in Overview (Both Patient and Nonpatient Versions): Insert newly created field codes in the Lifetime Non-Alcohol Substance Use Section.

**AFFECTED FIELD CODES: Pages 7 and 8 (field codes OP15-OP22) in Patient Overview (2a-SCID-5-RV_Patient_Overview)**

**Error:** The SCID-5-RV convention is a single field code per data point. In the assessment of Lifetime Non-Alcohol Substance Use, each drug class lists only a single field code, which is incorrect since there are two data points to be recorded for each drug class (i.e., “LIFETIME” in the middle column and “PAST YEAR” (right-hand column).

**Resolution:** Insert an additional field code to denote “PAST YEAR” ratings for each drug class in the table. To maintain backward compatibility with prior versions, the new field codes for PAST YEAR will be designated by the suffix “a.” The original field codes without the suffix “a” will now apply exclusively to the LIFETIME ratings in the middle column. For example, in the Patient Version of the Overview, the new field code for Sedatives-Hypnotics-Anxiolytics is OP15a for Past Year, and OP15 is for Lifetime. For the Patient Version of the Overview Only, add field codes OP15a through OP22a to the right-hand column underneath each existing field code with the corresponding number (see example below). These same field code insertions apply to the Nonpatient Version of the Overview with the exception that the field code numbering is ONP15a through ONP22a.
**Fixed Version:** (Below is an illustration of the Sedative-Hypnotic-Anxiolytics row updates as shown in the Patient Overview followed by the Nonpatient Overview. These field code insertions are to be respectively repeated for the designated rows in each version).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug Class</th>
<th><strong>LIFETIME</strong></th>
<th><strong>PAST YEAR</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sedatives-hypnotics-anxiolytics:</td>
<td>1 3</td>
<td>1 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Have you taken any pills to calm you down, help you relax, or help you sleep?** (Drugs like Valium, Xanax, Ativan, Klonopin, Ambien, Sonata, or Lunesta?)

**FILE #2b-Non-Patient Overview**

Revision in Overview (Both Patient and Nonpatient Versions): Insert newly created field codes in the Lifetime Non-Alcohol Substance Use Section.

**AFFECTED FIELD CODES:** Pages 5 and 6 (field codes ONP15-ONP22) in Non-Patient Overview (2b-SCID-5-RV-Non-patient_Overview)

**Error:** The SCID-5-RV convention is a single field code per data point. In the assessment of Lifetime Non-Alcohol Substance Use, each drug class lists only a single field code, which is incorrect since there are two data points to be recorded for each drug class (i.e., “LIFETIME” in the middle column and “PAST YEAR” (right-hand column).

**Resolution:** Insert an additional field code to denote “PAST YEAR” ratings for each drug class in the table. To maintain backward compatibility with prior versions, the new field codes for PAST YEAR will be designated by the suffix “a.” The original field codes without the suffix “a” will now apply exclusively to the LIFETIME ratings in the middle column. For example, in the Patient Version of the Overview, the new field code for Sedatives-Hypnotics-Anxiolytics is OP15a for Past Year, and OP15 is for Lifetime. For the Patient Version of the Overview Only, add field codes OP15a through OP22a to...
the right-hand column underneath each existing field code with the corresponding number (see example below). These same field code insertions apply to the Nonpatient Version of the Overview with the exception that the field code numbering is ONP15a through ONP22a.

**Fixed Version:** (Below is an illustration of the Sedative-Hypnotic-Anxiolytics row updates as shown in the Patient Overview followed by the Nonpatient Overview. These field code insertions are to be respectively repeated for the designated rows in each version).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Now I’d like to ask you about your use of drugs or medicines over your lifetime.</th>
<th>FOR EACH SPECIFIC DRUG IN THE CLASS, INDICATE USE PATTERN BASED ON QUESTIONS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE</th>
<th>LIFETIME Rate “3” if used more than 6 times in any year (other than past year) or, if prescribed/OTC, the possibility of abuse</th>
<th>PAST YEAR Rate “3” if used more than 6 times in the past year or, if prescribed/OTC, the possibility of abuse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have you taken any pills to calm you down, help you relax, or help you sleep? (Drugs like Valium, Xanax, Ativan, Klonopin, Ambien, Sonata, or Lunesta?)</td>
<td>Sedatives-hypnotics-anxiolytics:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FILE #3a-Core Screening**

Revision in Core and Enhanced Screening Modules: Incorrect wording for Question 13, which screens for Bulimia Nervosa/Binge Eating Disorder.

**AFFECTED SCREENING QUESTION: Page 2 (field code S13) in Core Screening Module (3a-SCID-5-RV-Core-Screening)**

Error: Question #13, the screening question for Bulimia Nervosa/Binge Eating Disorder in the screening module (“Have you often had times when your eating was out of control?”) does not match the corresponding question on page I.4 in Module I (“Have you had eating binges, that is, times when you couldn’t resist eating a lot of food or stop eating once you started?”).

Resolution: Replace the wording in the screening modules with the wording from Module I:
Fixed Version:

13. Have you had eating binges, that is, times when you couldn’t resist eating a lot of food or stop eating once you started?  

*(screening for binge eating in Bulimia Nervosa and Binge Eating Disorder)*  

(FILE #3b-Enhanced Screening)

Revision in Core and Enhanced Screening Modules: Incorrect wording for Question 13, which screens for Bulimia Nervosa/Binge Eating Disorder.

**AFFECTED SCREENING QUESTION:** Page 3 (field code S13) in Enhanced Screening Module (3b-SCID-5-RV-Enhanced-Screening).

**Error:** Question #13, the screening question for Bulimia Nervosa/Binge Eating Disorder in the screening module (“Have you often had times when your eating was out of control?”) does not match the corresponding question on page I.4 in Module I (“Have you had eating binges, that is, times when you couldn’t resist eating a lot of food or stop eating once you started?”).

**Resolution:** Replace the wording in the screening modules with the wording from Module I:

Fixed Version:

13. Have you had eating binges, that is, times when you couldn’t resist eating a lot of food or stop eating once you started?  

*(screening for binge eating in Bulimia Nervosa and Binge Eating Disorder)*

(FILE #4a-Module A with Specifiers)

1) Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifiers Versions): Typo corrected in the interview question for criterion A in Current Cyclothymic Disorder.

**AFFECTED INTERVIEW QUESTION:** Page A.28 (field code A132) in both versions of Module A (4a-SCID-5-RV-with-specifiers) and (4b-SCID-5-RV-without-specifiers).

**Error:** The interview question states: “For the past couple of years, since (2 YEARS AGO), have you had lots of times in which you were feeling high, excited or irritable as well as lots of time in which you were feeling down or depressed?”

**Resolution:** Correct typo. An “s” was added to the word “time” so that the second occurrence of the word *times* now reads correctly.

**Fixed Version:**

For the past couple of years, since (2 YEARS AGO), have you had lots of times in which you were feeling high, excited or irritable as well as lots of *times* in which you were feeling down or depressed?  

**IF YES:** Tell me about that.
2) Revision in Module A (With Specifiers Version Only): The wording for the interview question for criterion B.1 in Melancholic Features has been improved.

**AFFECTED INTERVIEW QUESTION: Page A.4.5 (field code AS36) in the "With Melancholic Features" section of Module A with specifiers (4a-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-with-specifiers).**

**Error:** The interview question for criterion B.1 in Melancholic features (“...was your feeling of (depression/OWN WORDS) different from the kind of feeling you would get if someone close to you died? (Or something else bad happened to you?)” is geared to the DSM-IV wording of this criterion (“distinct quality of depressed mood, i.e., the depressed mood is experienced as distinctly different from the kind of feeling experienced after the death of a loved one”) and was not properly updated to capture the revised wording in DSM-5 (“A distinct quality of depressed mood characterized by profound despondency, despair, and/or moroseness or by so-called empty mood”).

**Resolution:** The interview question has been rewritten to better capture the characteristics cited in the DSM-5 version of the criterion.

**Fixed Version:**

...were you feeling extremely down, despairing or gloomy - different from the kind of feeling you would get if someone close to you died? ? 1 2 3 AS36

IF NO: Were you feeling empty inside?

1. A distinct quality of depressed mood characterized by profound despondency, despair, and/or moroseness or by so-called empty mood.

3) Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifier Versions): Additional words inadvertently left in criterion B have been deleted in both the Current and Past Hypomanic Episode Sections.

**AFFECTED CRITERION B: Pages A.14 (before field code A75) and A.23 (before field code A113) in both versions of Module A (4a-SCID-5-RV-with-specifiers) and (4b-SCID-5-RV-without-specifiers).**

**Error:** A mistype in the wording in the criterion B “stem” statements for both Current Hypomanic Episode and Past Hypomanic Episode erroneously repeat the phrase “and represent a noticeable change from usual behavior.”

**Resolution:** Omit the extraneous words in the four different areas requiring revision.

**Fixed Version:**

B. During the period of mood disturbance and increased energy or activity, three (or more) of the following symptoms (four if the mood is only irritable) have persisted, represent a noticeable change from usual behavior, and have been present to a significant degree: and represent a noticeable change from usual behavior.

4) Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifier Versions): Correct typo in Criterion B.1 in Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder.

**AFFECTED CRITERION B: Page A.36 (field code A174) in both versions of Module A (4a-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-with-specifiers) and (4b-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-without-specifiers).**

**Error:** Criterion B.1 in Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder currently reads: “1. Marked affective liability (e.g., mood swings; feeling suddenly sad or tearful, or increased sensitivity to rejection).”

**Resolution:** Correct the word “liability” to read “lability.”
Fixed Version:

1. Marked affective lability (e.g., mood swings; feeling suddenly sad or tearful, or increased sensitivity to rejection).

5) Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifiers Versions): Remove skip out line graphic and modify instruction for Criteria A.1 and A.2 in both current and past MDE.

**AFFECTED SKIP INSTRUCTIONS:** Page A.1 (field codes A1 and A2) and Page A.5 (field codes A27 and A28) in both versions of Module A (4a-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-with-specifiers) and (4b-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-without-specifiers).

**Error:** Virtually all the diagnostic criteria sets in the SCID begin with an initial diagnostic criterion which, if rated “1,” allows the interviewer to skip out of the assessment of that disorder (i.e., there is a skip instruction hanging under the rating of “1” but none hanging under the “2” and “3” ratings). Consequently, the interviewer is supposed to continue with the assessment of that disorder if the first item has been rated “2” or “3.” The reason we don’t skip out with a “2” rating is that even though ultimately a rating of “3” would be needed to make a final diagnosis, the process of going through all the diagnostic criteria with the subject often helps to jog the subject’s memory and might provide enough additional details to recode this item from a “2” to a “3.” Because of the lack of skipping out on ratings of “2,” the final rating for a disorder is a summary statement requiring that each of the component criteria has been coded “3” (e.g., CRITERION A, B, C, AND D ARE CODED “3.”)

The skip instructions for current and past Major Depressive Episode erroneously did not follow this SCID convention. The skip instruction for current and past MDE are unique in that the skip out depends on the combined ratings of both items A.1 and A.2; reflecting the DSM-5 requirement that EITHER depressed mood (criterion A.1) OR diminished interest or pleasure (criterion A.2) be present. As written, however, the interviewer is instructed to skip out “IF NEITHER ITEM A.1 NOR A.2 IS CODED “3,” which essentially means that ratings of “2” on either item would not prevent the interviewer from skipping out, which is at variance with the standard SCID convention of continuing with a rating of “2.” Moreover, the skip instructions for A.1 and A.2 use a special graphic consistent of a combination of vertical and diagonal lines to indicate that the skip applies to ratings of “1” and ‘2” for both items.

**Resolution:** Eliminate the vertical lines below the “2” rating, and modify the skip instruction to read: “IF BOTH ITEM A.1 AND A.2 ARE CODED “1,”..” from “IF NEITHER ITEM A.1 NOR A.2 IS CODED “3,”...”
**Fixed Version:** Only the changes made to the current MDE section are shown below, however these changes also apply to the past MDE section with the exception that each section has a different go to statement i.e., for current MDE: GO TO *PAST MAJOR DEPRESSIVE EPISODE* A.5 and for past MDE: GO TO *CURRENT MANIC EPISODE* A.10.)

Since (1 MONTH AGO), has there been a period of time when you were feeling depressed or down most of the day nearly every day? (Has anyone said that you look sad, down, or depressed?)

**IF NO:** What about feeling empty or hopeless most of the day nearly every day?

**IF YES TO EITHER OF ABOVE:** What has that been like? How long has it lasted? (As long as 2 weeks?)

**IF PREVIOUS ITEM CODED “3:”** During that time, did you lose interest or pleasure in things you usually enjoyed? (What has that been like? Give me some examples.)

**IF PREVIOUS ITEM NOT CODED “3:”** What about a time since (1 MONTH AGO) when you lost interest or pleasure in things you usually enjoyed? (What has that been like? Give me some examples.)

**IF YES:** Has it been nearly every day? How long has it lasted? (As long as 2 weeks?)

1. Depressed mood most of the day, nearly every day, as indicated either by subjective report (e.g., feels sad, empty, hopeless) or observation made by others (e.g., appears tearful). NOTE: in children or adolescents, can be irritable mood.

2. Markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities most of the day, nearly every day (as indicated either by subjective account or observation).

6) Revision in Module A (With Specifiers Version Only): Remove skip out line graphic and modify instruction for Criteria A.1 and A.2 in Melancholic Features specifier.

**AFFECTED SKIP INSTRUCTION:** Page A.4.5 (field codes AS34 and AS35) in Module A with specifiers only (4a-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-with-specifiers).

**Error:** The skip instruction for Melancholic Features was set up similar to the skip instruction for criteria A.1 and A.2 in Major Depressive Episode (see above explanation under Update #13), i.e., the interviewer is instructed to skip out if neither A.1 or A.2 have been coded “3.”

**Resolution:** Eliminate the vertical lines below the “2” rating, and modify the skip instruction to read: “IF BOTH ITEM A.1 AND A.2 ARE CODED “1,” GO TO *PAST MAJOR DEPRESSIVE EPISODE* A.5.”

IF BOTH ITEM A.1 AND A.2 ARE CODED “1,” GO TO *PAST MAJOR DEPRESSIVE EPISODE* A.5
Fixed Version:

**IF UNKNOWN: ...did you completely lose interest or pleasure in everything?**

...if something good happened to you or someone tried to cheer you up, did you feel better at least for a while?

1. Loss of pleasure in all, or almost all activities.

2. Lack of reactivity to usually pleasurable stimuli (does not feel much better, even temporarily, when something good happens).

**7) Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifiers Versions): Corrected field code for criterion D in Premenstrual Dysphoria Disorder.**


**Error:** Field code A188 was erroneously repeated. Field code A188 should have only been included on the bottom of page A.38, which corresponds with a question clarifying past menstrual symptoms under criterion C.7. However, this same field code number A188 was duplicated on the top of page A.39 and inadvertently applied to criterion D.

**Resolution:** Change the field code on the top of page A.39 to read: A189 from A188.

**Fixed Version:**

**IF UNKNOWN: What effect have (PMDD SXS) had on your life?**

D. The symptoms are associated with clinically significant distress or interference with work, school, usual social activities, or relationships with others (e.g., avoidance of social activities; decreased productivity and efficiency at work, school, or home).

**FILE #4b-Module A without Specifiers**

1) Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifiers Versions): Typos corrected in the interview question for criterion A in Current Cyclothymic Disorder.

**AFFECTED INTERVIEW QUESTION: Page A.28 (field code A132) in both versions of Module A (4a-SCID-5-RV-with-specifiers and 4b-SCID-5-RV-without-specifiers).**

**Error:** The interview question states: “For the past couple of years, since (2 YEARS AGO), have you had lots of times in which you were feeling high, excited or irritable as well as lots of time in which you were feeling down or depressed?”

**Resolution:** Correct typo. An “s” was added to the word “time” so that the second occurrence of the word times now reads correctly.
Fixed Version:

For the past couple of years, since (2 YEARS AGO), have you had lots of times in which you were feeling high, excited or irritable as well as lots of times in which you were feeling down or depressed?

IF YES: Tell me about that.

A. For at least 2 years (1 year for children or adolescents), there have been numerous periods with hypomanic symptoms that do not meet criteria for hypomanic episodes and numerous periods of depressed mood or loss of interest that did not meet criteria for a Major Depressive Episode.

2) Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifier Versions): Additional words inadvertently left in criterion B have been deleted in both the Current and Past Hypomanic Episode Sections.

**AFFECTED CRITERION B:** Pages A.14 (before field code A75) and A.23 (before field code A113) in both versions of Module A (4a SCID-5-RV-with-specifiers) and (4b-SCID-5-RV-without-specifiers).

**Error:** A mistype in the wording in the criterion B “stem” statements for both Current Hypomanic Episode and Past Hypomanic Episode erroneously repeat the phrase “and represent a noticeable change from usual behavior.”

**Resolution:** Omit the extraneous words in the four different areas requiring revision.

Fixed Version:

B. During the period of mood disturbance and increased energy or activity, three (or more) of the following symptoms (four if the mood is only irritable) have persisted, represent a noticeable change from usual behavior, and have been present to a significant degree: and represent a noticeable change from usual behavior.

3) Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifier Versions): Correct typo in Criterion B.1 in Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder.

**AFFECTED CRITERION B:** Page A.36 (field code A174) in both versions of Module A (4a-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-with-specifiers) and (4b-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-without-specifiers).

**Error:** Criterion B.1 in Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder currently reads: “1. Marked affective liability (e.g., mood swings; feeling suddenly sad or tearful, or increased sensitivity to rejection).”

**Resolution:** Correct the word “liability” to read “lability”.

Fixed Version:

1. Marked affective lability (e.g., mood swings; feeling suddenly sad or tearful, or increased sensitivity to rejection).

4) Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifiers Versions): Remove skip out line graphic and modify instruction for Criteria A.1 and A.2 in both current and past MDE.

**AFFECTED SKIP INSTRUCTIONS:** Page A.1 (field codes A1 and A2) and Page A.5 (field codes A27 and A28) in both versions of Module A (4a-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-with-specifiers) and (4b-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-without-specifiers).

**Error:** Virtually all the diagnostic criteria sets in the SCID begin with an initial diagnostic criterion which, if rated “1,” allows the interviewer to skip out of the assessment of that disorder (i.e., there is a skip instruction hanging under the rating of “1” but none hanging under the “2” and “3” ratings). Consequently, the interviewer is supposed to continue with the assessment of that disorder if the
first item has been rated “2” or “3.” The reason we don’t skip out with a “2” rating is that even though ultimately a rating of “3” would be needed to make a final diagnosis, the process of going through all the diagnostic criteria with the subject often helps to jog the subject’s memory and might provide enough additional details to recode this item from a “2” to a “3.” Because of the lack of skipping out on ratings of “2,” the final rating for a disorder is a summary statement requiring that each of the component criteria has been coded “3” (e.g., CRITERION A, B, C, AND D ARE CODED “3.”)

The skip instructions for current and past Major Depressive Episode erroneously did not follow this SCID convention. The skip instruction for current and past MDE are unique in that the skip out depends on the combined ratings of both items A.1 and A.2; reflecting the DSM-5 requirement that EITHER depressed mood (criterion A.1) OR diminished interest or pleasure (criterion A.2) be present. As written, however, the interviewer is instructed to skip out “IF NEITHER ITEM A.1 NOR A.2 IS CODED “3,” which essentially means that ratings of “2” on either item would not prevent the interviewer from skipping out, which is at variance with the standard SCID convention of continuing with a rating of “2.” Moreover, the skip instructions for A.1 and A.2 use a special graphic consistent of a combination of vertical and diagonal lines to indicate that the skip applies to ratings of “1” and ‘2” for both items.

Resolution: Eliminate the vertical lines below the “2” rating, and modify the skip instruction to read: “IF BOTH ITEM A.1 AND A.2 ARE CODED “1,.....” from “IF NEITHER ITEM A.1 NOR A.2 IS CODED “3,.....”
Fixed Version: Only the changes made to the current MDE section are shown below, however these changes also apply to the past MDE section with the exception that each section has a different go to statement i.e., for current MDE: GO TO *PAST MAJOR DEPRESSIVE EPISODE* A.5 and for past MDE: GO TO *CURRENT MANIC EPISODE* A.10.)

Since (1 MONTH AGO), has there been a period of time when you were feeling depressed or down most of the day nearly every day? (Has anyone said that you look sad, down, or depressed?)

IF NO: What about feeling empty or hopeless most of the day nearly every day?

IF YES TO EITHER OF ABOVE: What has that been like? How long has it lasted? (As long as 2 weeks?)

IF PREVIOUS ITEM CODED “3:” During that time, did you lose interest or pleasure in things you usually enjoyed? (What has that been like? Give me some examples.)

IF PREVIOUS ITEM NOT CODED “3:” What about a time since (1 MONTH AGO) when you lost interest or pleasure in things you usually enjoyed? (What has that been like? Give me some examples.)

IF YES: Has it been nearly every day? How long has it lasted? (As long as 2 weeks?)

1. Depressed mood most of the day, nearly every day, as indicated either by subjective report (e.g., feels sad, empty, hopeless) or observation made by others (e.g., appears tearful). NOTE: in children or adolescents, can be irritable mood.

2. Markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities most of the day, nearly every day (as indicated either by subjective account or observation).

5) Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifiers Versions): Corrected field code for criterion D in Premenstrual Dysphoria Disorder.


Error: Field code A188 was erroneously repeated. Field code A188 should have only been included on the bottom of page A.38, which corresponds with a question clarifying past menstrual symptoms under criterion C.7. However, this same field code number A188 was duplicated on the top of page A.39 and inadvertently applied to criterion D.

Resolution: Change the field code on the top of page A.39 to read: A189 from A188.

Fixed Version:

IF UNKNOWN: What effect have (PMDD SXS) had on your life?

D. The symptoms are associated with clinically significant distress or interference with work, school, usual social activities, or relationships with others (e.g., avoidance of social activities; decreased productivity and efficiency at work, school, or home).
6) Revision in Module A (Without Specifiers Version Only): Corrected field codes starting with criterion D of Premenstrual Dysphoria Disorder through the end of the module.

**AFFECTED FIELD CODES:** Pages A.39 through A.50 inclusively ([field codes A188 through A222] in Module A Without Specifiers (4b-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-without-specifiers)).

**Error:** As noted above, (see Update #16), field code A188 was erroneously repeated, appearing at the end of page A.38, as well with the first item on page A.39. Correction of the second instance of field code A188 to **A189**, necessitates that all the remaining items codes be increased by the numeric value of 1.

**Resolution:** Beginning at the top of page A.39, the first field code listed with criterion D should read A189. Increase each subsequent field code by a value of 1 so that the next field code for criterion E is shown as A190. These field code changes are to be made throughout the remainder of the module so that the last field code on page A.50 in the Substance-Induced Depressive section is shown as A223.

**Fixed Version:**

---

**FILE #5a-Modules B and C**

Revision in Module C: (not B/C Screening Module) Correction in instructions for rating the number of months prior to interview when subject last had symptoms in the Chronology of Schizophreniform Disorder, Brief Psychotic Disorder, Psychotic Disorder Due to AMC, Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, or Other Specified Psychotic Disorder.

**AFFECTED RATING INSTRUCTIONS:** Page C.19 (field code C64) in Module C (5a-SCID-5-RV-Modules-B-and-C).

**Error:** In the Chronology section indicating whether Schizophreniform Disorder, Brief Psychotic Disorder, Psychotic Disorder Due to AMC, Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder or Other Specified Psychotic Disorder has been present in the past month, a vertical line connecting the “1” ratings (i.e.,
indicating that the disorders have not been present in the past month) to an item in which the rater writes in the number of months prior to the interview since symptoms meeting full criteria have been met. This item inadvertently omitted “Other Specified Psychotic Disorder” from the list of disorders. The phrase “to the interview when subject” was also omitted in error.

**Resolution:** Change the rating instructions to read, “Number of months prior to the interview when subject last had symptoms that meet full criteria for Schizophreniform, Brief Psychotic Disorder, Psychotic Disorder Due to AMC, Substance-induced Psychotic Disorder, or Other Specified Psychotic Disorder.

**Fixed Version:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When did you last have (PSYCHOTIC SXS)?</th>
<th>Number of months prior to the interview when subject last had symptoms that meet full criteria for Schizophreniform, Brief Psychotic Disorder, Psychotic Disorder Due to AMC, Substance-induced Psychotic Disorder, or Other Specified Psychotic Disorder.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**FILE #5b-Modules B/C Psychotic Screen**

No update

**FILE #6-Module D**

Revision in Module D: Typo corrected in instructions for rating Current Major Depressive Disorder Severity.

**AFFECTED INSTRUCTION:** Page D.17 (between field codes D61 and D62) in Module D (6-SCID-5-RV-Module-D).

**Error:** The word “worst” was inaccurately written as “worse” in the rating instruction for Current Major Depressive Disorder severity.

**Resolution:** Modify the text so that the word *worst* is changed from *worse*.

**Fixed Version:**

*Indicate current severity for the worst week in the past month:* (circle the appropriate number)

**FILE #7-Module E**

1) Revision in Module E: Typo corrected in skip instruction (i.e., if all drug classes coded “1”) in assessment of PAST-12-MONTH NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER.

**AFFECTED SKIP INSTRUCTION:** Page E.10 (field code E47) in Module E (7-SCID-5-RV-Module-E).

**Error:** An incorrect page number was given in the skip instruction that directs the interviewer where to go if all drug classes are coded “1” (indicating no drug use for the past 12 months). The correct page is E.19 (the beginning of the assessment of Substance Use Disorder in the period prior to the past 12 months), not page E.26 as formerly listed, which is the PRIOR-TO-PAST-12-MONTH NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER coding assessment.
Resolution: Change page number reference to E.19 from E.26.

Fixed Version:

IF ALL DRUG CLASSES CODED “1” FOR PERIOD OF PAST 12 MONTHS, CHECK HERE ___ AND GO TO *PRIOR-TO-PAST-12-MONTH NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER* E.19.

FOR ALL CLASSES CODED “3” ABOVE, CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE COLUMN HEADERS (DRUG CLASS NAMES) ON PAGES E.11 TO E.18, BASED ON ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS: (Indicate option used with a check mark in front of option)

___ OPTION #1: DETERMINE THE PRESENCE OF SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER IN PAST 12 MONTHS (SINGLE MOST PROBLEMATIC SUBSTANCE).

Which drug or medication caused you the most problems over the past 12 months, since (1 YEAR AGO)? Which one did you use the most? (Which was your “drug of choice?”)

START WITH THE DRUG CLASS THAT WAS MOST PROBLEMATIC OR USED THE MOST. RETURN HERE IF CRITERIA ARE NOT MET FOR INITIAL DRUG CLASS AND THERE IS ALSO EVIDENCE OF CLINICALLY SIGNIFICANT USE OF OTHER DRUG CLASSES. ASK ABOUT EACH DRUG CLASS IN SEQUENCE UNTIL EITHER THE CRITERIA ARE MET FOR A SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS OR ELSE NONE OF THE DRUG CLASSES MEET CRITERIA.

___ OPTION #2: DETERMINE PRESENCE OF THE THREE SUBSTANCE CLASSES MOST HEAVILY USED OR MOST PROBLEMATIC IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS.

Which drugs or medications caused you the most problems over the past 12 months, since (1 YEAR AGO)? Which ones did you use the most? (Which were your “drugs of choice?”)

___ OPTION #3: DETERMINE PRESENCE OF SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS FOR ALL DRUG CLASSES ABOVE SCREENING THRESHOLD.

2) Addition in Module E: A missing instruction was added at beginning of *PAST-12-MONTH ALCOHOL USE DISORDER CHRONOLOGY*.

MISSING INSTRUCTION: Page E.5 (field code E15) in Module E (7-SCID-5-RV-Module-E).

Error: The *PAST-12-MONTH ALCOHOL USE DISORDER CHRONOLOGY* section, which is completed if full criteria have been met for Alcohol Use Disorder in the past 12 months, begins with the question “During the past 3 months, how much have you been drinking?” As in the assessment of Current Alcohol Use Disorder, it is quite likely that the interviewer will already have determined how much the subject has been drinking during the past 3 months so that this question is most often redundant.

Resolution: Include an instruction (“IF UNKNOWN:”) before the question to clarify that it should be asked only when the interviewer does not already know how much the subject has been drinking during the past 3 months.
Fixed Version:

**IF UNKNOWN:** During the past 3 months, how much have you been drinking?

**IF HAD ANYTHING TO DRINK IN PAST 3 MONTHS:** Has your drinking caused any problems for you in the past 3 months? (Problems like [ALCOHOL USE ITEMS CODED “3”]?)

At least one Alcohol Use Disorder symptom (except for craving) in the past 3 months

---

3) Revision in Module E: Correction to skip instructions at the bottom of Prior-to-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder Coding in the assessment of Prior-to-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder.

**AFFECTED SKIP INSTRUCTIONS:** Bottom of Page E.26 (after field code E331) in Module E (7-SCID-RV-Module-E).

**Error:** The skip instructions for the different options that connect to the “1” rating (i.e., indicating criteria were not met for a Prior-to-12-month Substance Use Disorder for a drug class) are listed incorrectly. In the case of Option #1 (which determines whether criteria are met for the most problematic substance), the skip instruction directs the user to go back to the beginning of the section (page E.20) to re-assess the next most problematic substance, and if criteria are not met for that class of substance, to continue with the third most problematic substance, and so on until all drug classes used prior to the past 12 months have been assessed. Once all drug classes have been assessed and none of them meet criteria for a Substance Use Disorder, the skip instruction should instead direct the user to go to the next module. Instead, the skip instruction erroneously directs the user to the “next page to record specific names of substances and remission status.” Similarly, the skip instruction for Option #2 (which determines the three most heavily used substances) and Option #3 (all drug classes at use threshold), which are respectively grouped together should direct the user to the next module, but instead misdirects the user to “go to the next page to record specific names of substances and remission status.”

**Resolution:** Modify the skip instructions for Option #1, and Options #2 and #3, to go to the next module, after establishing there are no other drug classes coded “3”.

For Option #1:

*IF THERE IS EVIDENCE OF CLINICALLY SIGNIFICANT USE OF ANOTHER DRUG CLASS PRIOR TO THE PAST 12 MONTHS (OTHER THAN THOSE ALREADY ASSESSED), GO BACK TO E.20 AND RE-ASSESS CRITERIA FOR THAT DRUG CLASS. OTHERWISE, GO TO THE NEXT MODULE, NEXT PAGE TO RECORD SPECIFIC NAMES OF SUBSTANCES AND REMISSION STATUS.*

For Options #2 and #3:

*IF NO DRUG CLASSES CODED “3” (I.E., NO SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER PRIOR TO PAST 12 MONTHS), GO TO THE NEXT MODULE, PAGE TO RECORD SPECIFIC NAMES OF SUBSTANCES AND REMISSION STATUS.*
Fixed Version:

IF SELECTED OPTION #1 (MOST PROBLEMATIC SUBSTANCE):

IF THERE IS EVIDENCE OF CLINICALLY SIGNIFICANT USE OF ANOTHER DRUG CLASS PRIOR TO THE PAST 12 MONTHS (OTHER THAN THOSE ALREADY ASSESSED), GO BACK TO E.20 AND RE-ASSESS CRITERIA FOR THAT DRUG CLASS. OTHERWISE, GO TO THE NEXT MODULE.

IF SELECTED OPTION #2 (THREE MOST HEAVILY USED) OR OPTION #3 (ALL DRUG CLASSES AT USE THRESHOLD):

IF NO DRUG CLASSES CODED “3” (I.E., NO SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER PRIOR TO PAST 12 MONTHS), GO TO THE NEXT MODULE.

4) Revision in Module E: Update Instructions for *Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder* and *Prior-to-Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder* to reflect the field code differentiation in the Overview (see Update #24).

AFFECTED INSTRUCTIONS: Instruction on the top of Page E.10 (field code E38) and instruction on the top of page E.19 (above field code E194) in Module E (7-SCID-5-RV_Module_E).

Error: The Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder and Prior-to-Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder instructions are incorrect in that they now need to take into account the differentiated field codes for LIFETIME AND PAST YEAR ratings that have been added in the Non-Alcohol Substance Use Section of the Patient and Nonpatient Overview (see Update #24).

Resolution: For the instruction on the top of page E.10 (Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder), beginning with the section that reads: “FOR DRUGS USED IN PAST 12 MONTHS” insert a comma and the words, “FIELD CODES OP15a-OP22a,” after “PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 7-8”. Where the instruction reads, “OR NON-PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 5-6” eliminate the closed parenthesis and period, and insert a comma and, “FIELD CODES ONP15a-ONP22a.” The instruction on page E.19 (Prior-to-Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder) is similarly modified so that after the statement reads, “PAGES 7-8” a comma and the words “FIELD CODES OP15a-OP22a” are inserted. After “PAGES 5-6” insert a comma followed by “FIELD CODES ONP15a-ONP22a”.
Fixed Versions:

Page E.10:

*PAST-12-MONTH NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER*

REVIEW HISTORY OF DRUG USE ON PAGES 7-8 OF PATIENT OVERVIEW (OR PAGES 5-6 OF NON-PATIENT OVERVIEW). IF DENIES ANY LIFETIME DRUG USE IN OVERVIEW, CHECK HERE ___ AND GO TO NEXT MODULE.

FOR DRUGS USED IN PAST 12 MONTHS: CODE "3" FOR EACH DRUG CLASS BELOW BASED ON CODING IN RIGHT HAND COLUMN OF OVERVIEW DRUG ASSESSMENT (PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 7-8, FIELD CODES OP15a-OP22a, OR NON-PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 5-6, FIELD CODES ONP15a-ONP22a). OTHERWISE, CODE "1" FOR THAT DRUG CLASS.

Page E.19:

*PRIOR-TO-PAST-12-MONTH NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER*

FOR DRUG CLASSES USED PRIOR TO THE PAST 12 MONTHS DURING THE SUBJECT'S LIFETIME AND FOR WHICH CRITERIA ARE NOT ALREADY MET IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS FOR SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER (I.E., NOT CODED "3" ON PAGE E.17), CODE "3" FOR EACH DRUG CLASS BELOW BASED ON CODING IN THE MIDDLE COLUMN OF OVERVIEW DRUG ASSESSMENT (PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 7-8, FIELD CODES OP15-OP22, OR NON-PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 5-6, FIELD CODES ONP15-ONP22). OTHERWISE CODE "1."

NOTE: IF AN ASSESSMENT OF THE SEVERITY OF ALL NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS PRIOR TO THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS NEEDED, IGNORE ABOVE INSTRUCTION TO CODE "3" ONLY FOR DRUG CLASSES FOR WHICH CRITERIA ARE NOT ALREADY CURRENT MET, I.E., CODE "3" FOR EACH DRUG CLASS BASED ON CODING IN MIDDLE COLUMN FOR ALL DRUG CLASSES.

FILE #8-Module F

1) Addition in Module F: An option found to be missing has been added to the screening questions found at the beginning of the Past GAD section.

MISSING OPTION: Page F.27 (field code F127) in Module F (8-SCID-5-RV-Module-F).

Error: In the SCID screening module, the screening question for past GAD is asked only if the subject has answered “NO” to the current GAD question, reflecting the SCID convention that past GAD is not assessed if full criteria are met for current GAD. Consequently, past GAD (page F.27) is assessed in either of two situations: 1) if the screening question for current GAD was answered “NO” and the interviewer is directed to skip past the assessment of current GAD and go to Page F.27 to continue with the assessment of Past GAD; or 2) the screening question for current GAD is answered “YES” and, during the assessment of the current GAD criteria, one of the GAD criteria is not met causing the interviewer to skip to the assessment of Past GAD on page F.27. However, none of the three options provided at the beginning of the past GAD assessment on the top of page F.27 (i.e., if past GAD screening question is answered “NO”, if the past GAD screening question is answered “YES” and if screener not used) apply to the second scenario since in that instance the past GAD screening question would not have been answered, thus lacking a “YES” or “NO” reply.

Resolution: Add a fourth option: “IF SCREENED POSITIVE FOR CURRENT GAD BUT FULL CRITERIA NOT MET: Prior to the past six months, have you ever had another time lasting at least several months in which you were feeling anxious and worried for a lot of the time? (Tell me about that time.)”
Fixed Version:

**IF SCREENING QUESTION #7 ANSWERED “NO,” SKIP TO*OTHER SPECIFIED ANXIETY DISORDER* F.31 OR*SEPARATION ANXIETY DISORDER* Opt-F.1**

**IF QUESTION #7 ANSWERED “YES”:** You’ve said that you have had a time lasting at least several months in which you were feeling anxious and worried for a lot of the time? (Tell me about that.)

**IF SCREENER NOT USED:** Have you ever had a time lasting at least several months in which you were feeling anxious and worried for a lot of the time? (Tell me about that time.)

**IF SCREENED POSITIVE FOR CURRENT GAD BUT FULL CRITERIA NOT MET:** Prior to the past six months, have you ever had another time lasting at least several months in which you were feeling anxious and worried for a lot of the time? (Tell me about that time.)

2) **Addition in Module F:** A previously omitted skip instruction in rating the definition for Panic Attack has been added.

**MISSING SKIP INSTRUCTION: Page F.1 (field code F2) in Module F (8-SCID-5-RV-Module-F).**

**Error:** The rating for the definition of a panic attack (i.e., “A panic attack is an abrupt surge of intense fear or intense discomfort that reaches a peak within minutes”) is missing a skip instruction under the rating of “1” (i.e., if that criterion is absent, then the assessment should continue with the assessment of *AGORAPHOBIA*).

**Resolution:** Add skip instruction “GO TO *AGORAPHOBIA,* F. 8” under the rating of “1”.

Fixed Version:

**IF UNKNOWN:** Did the symptoms come on suddenly?

**IF YES:** How long did it take from when it began to when it got really bad? (Did it happen within a few minutes?)

A panic attack is an abrupt surge of intense fear or intense discomfort that reaches a peak within minutes.

**Note:** The abrupt surge can occur from a calm state or an anxious state.

3) **Revision in Module F:** Change to rating summary statement in Past Generalized Anxiety Disorder A to match corresponding rating summary statement in Current Generalized Anxiety Disorder.

**AFFECTED CRITERION C: Page F.28 (field code F136) in Module F (8-SCID-5-RV-Module-F).**

**Error:** The summary rating statement for criterion C for current GAD reads “AT LEAST THREE “C” SXS ARE CODED “3” AND AT LEAST SOME OCCURRED MORE DAYS THAN NOT FOR PAST 6 MONTHS” whereas the corresponding statement in past GAD is “AT LEAST THREE “C” SXS ARE CODED “3.” Both should be the same.

**Resolution:** Modify past GAD rating summary statement by appending the words, “AND AT LEAST SOME OCCURRED MORE DAYS THAN NOT FOR PAST 6 MONTHS”
Fixed Version:

IF UNCLEAR: Did at least some of these symptoms like (SXS CODED “3”) happen for more days than not over the (6 MONTH PERIOD OF ANXIETY AND WORRY)?

AT LEAST THREE “C” SXS ARE CODED “3” AND AT LEAST SOME OCCURRED MORE DAYS THAN NOT FOR PAST 6 MONTHS.

FILE #9-Module G

Revision in Module G: Typo corrected in OCD summary instruction.


Error: The summary statement says, “OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER CRITERIA A, B, C, D, AND E ARE CODED “3.” The fifth item, i.e., “E” was an unnecessary carryover from the SCID for DSM-IV which had 5 OCD criteria, one of which was deleted in the DSM-5, (i.e., criterion B: “at some point during the course of the disorder, the person has recognized that the obsessions or compulsions are excessive or unreasonable”).

Resolution: Omit reference to the fifth criterion E so that only four remain.


FILE #10-Module I

1) Addition in Module I: A missing GO TO instruction has been added at the conclusion of the assessment of Binge Eating Disorder.

MISSING INSTRUCTION: Page I.9 (after field code I56) in Module I (10-SCID-5-RV-Module-I).

Error: The SCID-5-RV convention that allows for the assessment of the optional disorders included in the Enhanced Version is to offer the interviewer the choice of skipping to the *OTHER SPECIFIED FEEDING OR EATING DISORDER* or else continuing with the assessment of the optional disorder. For example, all the skip instructions in the Past GAD assessment state, “GO TO *OTHER SPECIFIED ANXIETY DISORDER* F.31 OR *SEPARATION ANXIETY DISORDER* Opt-F.1” to allow the interviewer to assess the optional disorder Separation Anxiety Disorder. Following this convention, all the skip instructions in the assessment of Binge Eating Disorder state, “GO TO *OTHER SPECIFIED FEEDING OR EATING DISORDER* I.10 OR GO TO *ARFID* Opt-I.1” This either/or instruction was inadvertently omitted at the conclusion of the Binge Eating Disorder assessment, which is where the diagnosis is made (item code I56). Without this instruction, the interviewer following the SCID rule of proceeding with the next item unless told otherwise would automatically continue with the assessment of *OTHER SPECIFIED FEEDING OR EATING DISORDER* which is incorrect because it fails to give the interviewer the option of continuing with the assessment of the optional disorder Avoidant Restrictive Food Intake Disorder.

Resolution: Add a box at end of the assessment of Binge Eating Disorder (after item code I56) indicating where to go to after making a diagnosis of Binge Eating Disorder.
**Fixed Version:** added after item code I56:

*AGE AT ONSET*

**IF UNKNOWN:** How old were you when you first started having (SXS OF BINGE-EATING DISORDER)?: Age at onset of Binge-Eating Disorder (CODE 99 IF UNKNOWN)

---

2) Revision in Module I: Change to summary statement for current Binge Eating Disorder in Binge Eating Disorder Chronology.

**AFFECTED SUMMARY STATEMENT:** Page I.9 (field code I52) in Module I (10-SCID-5-RV-Module-I).

**Error:** The summary rating statement for current Binge Eating Disorder states “BINGE-EATING DISORDER CRITERIA A, B, C, D, AND E ARE CODED “3” FOR THE PAST 3 MONTHS.” While this summary statement is technically correct, the SCID-5-RV does not actually include a separate rating for criterion A for Binge Eating Disorder. Instead, since criterion A for Bulimia Nervosa and Binge Eating Disorder are identical, the rating made for criterion A in Bulimia Nervosa is essentially “shared” with Binge Eating Disorder.

**Resolution:** To avoid confusion, the summary statement for current Binge Eating Disorder is revised to read: “BULIMIA NERVOSA CRITERION A AND BINGE-EATING DISORDER CRITERIA A, B, C, D, AND E ARE CODED “3” FOR THE PAST 3 MONTHS.”

**Fixed Version:**

BULIMIA NERVOSA CRITERION A AND BINGE-EATING DISORDER CRITERIA B, C, D, AND E ARE CODED “3” FOR THE PAST 3 MONTHS.

---

**FILE #11-Module K**

No update

**FILE #12a-Module L standard trauma**

Revision in Module L (Both Standard and Detailed Trauma Versions): Correct typo in Criterion D algorithm in PTSD.

**AFFECTED CRITERION D:** Page L.15 (field code L125) in both versions of Module L (12a-SCID-5-RV-Module-L-standard-trauma) and (12b-SCID_5-RV-Module-L-detailed-trauma).

**Error:** The SCID algorithmic item at the end of the criterion D item assessment (item code L125) is incorrect in specifying three symptoms: AT LEAST THREE “D” SXS ARE CODED “3.” The wording in the criterion D “stem” immediately before field code L111 correctly reads: “Negative alterations in
cognitions and mood associated with the traumatic event(s), beginning or worsening after the traumatic event(s) occurred, as evidenced by two (or more) of the following”.

**Resolution:** Change the word to read TWO instead of THREE, and leave the “3” rating as is.

**Fixed Version:**
AT LEAST **TWO** “D” SXS ARE CODED “3.”

**FILE #12b-Module L standard trauma**

**Revision in Module L (Both Standard and Detailed Trauma Versions): Correct typo in Criterion D algorithm in PTSD.**

**AFFECTED CRITERION D: Page L.15 (field code L125) in both versions of Module L (12a-SCID-5-RV-Module-L-standard-trauma) and (12b-SCID_5-RV-Module-L-detailed-trauma).**

**Error:** The SCID algorithmic item at the end of the criterion D item assessment (item code L125) is incorrect in specifying three symptoms: AT LEAST THREE “D” SXS ARE CODED “3.” The wording in the criterion D “stem” immediately before field code L111 correctly reads: “Negative alterations in cognitions and mood associated with the traumatic event(s), beginning or worsening after the traumatic event(s) occurred, as evidenced by two (or more) of the following”.

**Resolution:** Change the word to read TWO instead of THREE, and leave the “3” rating as is.

**Fixed Version:**
AT LEAST **TWO** “D” SXS ARE CODED “3.”

**FILE #13-Optional Disorders**

No update
<List of Updates in Chronological Order>

UPDATE #1 (5-1-15): Revision in Core and Enhanced Screening Modules: Incorrect wording for Question 13, which screens for Bulimia Nervosa/Binge Eating Disorder.

FFECTED SCREENING QUESTION: Page 2 (field code S13) in Core Screening Module (3a-SCID-5-RV-Core-Screening) and page 3 (field code S13) in Enhanced Screening Module (3b-SCID-5-RV-Enhanced-Screening).

Error: Question #13, the screening question for Bulimia Nervosa/Binge Eating Disorder in the screening module (“Have you often had times when your eating was out of control?”) does not match the corresponding question on page I.4 in Module I (“Have you had eating binges, that is, times when you couldn’t resist eating a lot of food or stop eating once you started?”).

Resolution: Replace the wording in the screening modules with the wording from Module I:

Fixed Version:

13. Have you had eating binges, that is, times when you couldn’t resist eating a lot of food or stop eating once you started?

(screening for binge eating in Bulimia Nervosa and Binge Eating Disorder)

CIRCLE “NO” ON I.4  
CIRCLE “YES” ON I.4

UPDATE #2 (5-1-15): Revision in Module E: Typo corrected in skip instruction (i.e., if all drug classes coded “1”) in assessment of PAST-12-MONTH NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER.

FFECTED SKIP INSTRUCTION: Page E.10 (field code E47) in Module E (7-SCID-5-RV-Module-E).

Error: An incorrect page number was given in the skip instruction that directs the interviewer where to go if all drug classes are coded “1” (indicating no drug use for the past 12 months). The correct page is E.19 (the beginning of the assessment of Substance Use Disorder in the period prior to the past 12 months), not page E.26 as formerly listed, which is the PRIOR-TO-PAST-12-MONTH NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER coding assessment.

Resolution: Change page number reference to E.19 from E.26.
Fixed Version:

IF ALL DRUG CLASSES CODED “1” FOR PERIOD OF PAST 12 MONTHS, CHECK HERE ___ AND GO TO *PRIOR-TO- PAST-12-MONTH NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER* E.19.

FOR ALL CLASSES CODED “3” ABOVE, CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE COLUMN HEADERS (DRUG CLASS NAMES) ON PAGES E.11 TO E.18, BASED ON ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS: (Indicate option used with a check mark in front of option)

___ OPTION #1: DETERMINE THE PRESENCE OF SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER IN PAST 12 MONTHS (SINGLE MOST PROBLEMATIC SUBSTANCE).

Which drug or medication caused you the most problems over the past 12 months, since (1 YEAR AGO)? Which one did you use the most? (Which was your “drug of choice?”)

START WITH THE DRUG CLASS THAT WAS MOST PROBLEMATIC OR USED THE MOST. RETURN HERE IF CRITERIA ARE NOT MET FOR INITIAL DRUG CLASS AND THERE IS ALSO EVIDENCE OF CLINICALLY SIGNIFICANT USE OF OTHER DRUG CLASSES. ASK ABOUT EACH DRUG CLASS IN SEQUENCE UNTIL EITHER THE CRITERIA ARE MET FOR A SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS OR ELSE NONE OF THE DRUG CLASSES MEET CRITERIA.

___ OPTION #2: DETERMINE PRESENCE OF THE THREE SUBSTANCE CLASSES MOST HEAVILY USED OR MOST PROBLEMATIC IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS.

Which drugs or medications caused you the most problems over the past 12 months, since (1 YEAR AGO)? Which ones did you use the most? (Which were your “drugs of choice?”)

___ OPTION #3: DETERMINE PRESENCE OF SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS FOR ALL DRUG CLASSES ABOVE SCREENING THRESHOLD.

UPDATE #3 (4-17-16): Addition in Module F: An option found to be missing has been added to the screening questions found at the beginning of the Past GAD section.

MISSING OPTION: Page F.27 (field code F127) in Module F (8-SCID-5-RV-Module-F).

Error: In the SCID screening module, the screening question for past GAD is asked only if the subject has answered “NO” to the current GAD question, reflecting the SCID convention that past GAD is not assessed if full criteria are met for current GAD. Consequently, past GAD (page F.27) is assessed in either of two situations: 1) if the screening question for current GAD was answered “NO” and the interviewer is directed to skip past the assessment of current GAD and go to Page F.27 to continue with the assessment of Past GAD; or 2) the screening question for current GAD is answered “YES” and, during the assessment of the current GAD criteria, one of the GAD criteria is not met causing the interviewer to skip to the assessment of Past GAD on page F.27. However, none of the three options provided at the beginning of the past GAD assessment on the top of page F.27 (i.e., if past GAD screening question is answered “NO”, if the past GAD screening question is answered “YES” and if screener not used) apply to the second scenario since in that instance the past GAD screening question would not have been answered, thus lacking a “YES” or “NO” reply.
Resolution: Add a fourth option: “IF SCREENED POSITIVE FOR CURRENT GAD BUT FULL CRITERIA NOT MET: Prior to the past six months, have you ever had another time lasting at least several months in which you were feeling anxious and worried for a lot of the time? (Tell me about that time.)”

Fixed Version:

IF SCREENING QUESTION #7 ANSWERED “NO,” SKIP TO*OTHER SPECIFIED ANXIETY DISORDER* F.31 OR*SEPARATION ANXIETY DISORDER* Opt-F.1

IF QUESTION #7 ANSWERED “YES”: You’ve said that you have had a time lasting at least several months in which you were feeling anxious and worried for a lot of the time? (Tell me about that.)

IF SCREENER NOT USED: Have you ever had a time lasting at least several months in which you were feeling anxious and worried for a lot of the time? (Tell me about that time.)

IF SCREENED POSITIVE FOR CURRENT GAD BUT FULL CRITERIA NOT MET: Prior to the past six months, have you ever had another time lasting at least several months in which you were feeling anxious and worried for a lot of the time? (Tell me about that time.)

UPDATE #4 (4-17-16): Addition in Module I: A missing GO TO instruction has been added at the conclusion of the assessment of Binge Eating Disorder.

MISSING INSTRUCTION: Page I.9 (after field code I56) in Module I (10-SCID-5-RV-Module-I).

Error: The SCID-5-RV convention that allows for the assessment of the optional disorders included in the Enhanced Version is to offer the interviewer the choice of skipping to the *OTHER SPECIFIED FEEDING OR EATING DISORDER* or else continuing with the assessment of the optional disorder. For example, all the skip instructions in the Past GAD assessment state, “GO TO *OTHER SPECIFIED ANXIETY DISORDER* F.31 OR *SEPARATION ANXIETY DISORDER* Opt-F.1” to allow the interviewer to assess the optional disorder Separation Anxiety Disorder. Following this convention, all the skip instructions in the assessment of Binge Eating Disorder state, “GO TO *OTHER SPECIFIED FEEDING OR EATING DISORDER* I.10 OR GO TO *ARFID* Opt-I.1.” This either/or instruction was inadvertently omitted at the conclusion of the Binge Eating Disorder assessment, which is where the diagnosis is made (item code I56). Without this instruction, the interviewer following the SCID rule of proceeding with the next item unless told otherwise would automatically continue with the assessment of *OTHER SPECIFIED FEEDING OR EATING DISORDER* which is incorrect because it fails to give the interviewer the option of continuing with the assessment of the optional disorder Avoidant Restrictive Food Intake Disorder.

Resolution: Add a box at end of the assessment of Binge Eating Disorder (after item code I56) indicating where to go to after making a diagnosis of Binge Eating Disorder.
Fixed Version: added after item code I56:

*AGE AT ONSET*

IF UNKNOWN: How old were you when you first started having (SXS OF BINGE-EATING DISORDER)? Age at onset of Binge-Eating Disorder (CODE 99 IF UNKNOWN)  ____  ____ I56

UPDATE #5 (5-6-16): Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifiers Versions): Typo corrected in the interview question for criterion A in Current Cyclothymic Disorder.

**AFFECTED INTERVIEW QUESTION:** Page A.28 (field code A132) in both versions of Module A (4a-SCID-5-RV-with-specifiers) and (4b-SCID-5-RV-without-specifiers).

Error: The interview question states: “For the past couple of years, since (2 YEARS AGO), have you had lots of times in which you were feeling high, excited or irritable as well as lots of time in which you were feeling down or depressed?”

Resolution: Correct typo. An “s” was added to the word “time” so that the second occurrence of the word times now reads correctly.

Fixed Version:

For the past couple of years, since (2 YEARS AGO), have you had lots of times in which you were feeling high, excited or irritable as well as lots of times in which you were feeling down or depressed?

IF YES: Tell me about that.

GO TO *OTHER SPECIFIED FEEDING OR EATING DISORDER* I.10 OR GO TO *ARFID* Opt-I.1

UPDATE #6 (5-6-16): Addition in Module E: A missing instruction was added at beginning of *PAST-12-MONTH ALCOHOL USE DISORDER CHRONOLOGY*.

**MISSING INSTRUCTION:** Page E.5 (field code E15) in Module E (7-SCID-5-RV-Module-E).

Error: The *PAST-12-MONTH ALCOHOL USE DISORDER CHRONOLOGY* section, which is completed if full criteria have been met for Alcohol Use Disorder in the past 12 months, begins with the question “During the past 3 months, how much have you been drinking?” As in the assessment of Current Alcohol Use Disorder, it is quite likely that the interviewer will already have determined how much the subject has been drinking during the past 3 months so that this question is most often redundant.

Resolution: Include an instruction (“IF UNKNOWN:”) before the question to clarify that it should be asked only when the interviewer does not already know how much the subject has been drinking during the past 3 months.
Fixed Version:

**IF UNKNOWN:** During the past 3 months, how much have you been drinking?

**IF HAD ANYTHING TO DRINK IN PAST 3 MONTHS:** Has your drinking caused any problems for you in the past 3 months? (Problems like [ALCOHOL USE ITEMS CODED “3”?])

At least one Alcohol Use Disorder symptom (except for craving) in the past 3 months

**CURRENT ALCOHOL USE DISORDER (PAST 3 MONTHS)**

**GO TO *AGE AT ONSET* BOTTOM OF THIS PAGE**

**UPDATE #7 (5-6-16):** Addition in Module F: A previously omitted skip instruction in rating the definition for Panic Attack has been added.

**MISSING SKIP INSTRUCTION: Page F.1 (field code F2) in Module F (8-SCID-5-RV-Module-F).**

**Error:** The rating for the definition of a panic attack (i.e., “A panic attack is an abrupt surge of intense fear or intense discomfort that reaches a peak within minutes”) is missing a skip instruction under the rating of “1” (i.e., if that criterion is absent, then the assessment should continue with the assessment of *AGORAPHOBIA*).

**Resolution:** Add skip instruction “GO TO *AGORAPHOBIA,* F. 8” under the rating of “1”.

**Fixed Version:**

**IF UNKNOWN:** Did the symptoms come on suddenly?

**IF YES:** How long did it take from when it began to when it got really bad? (Did it happen within a few minutes?)

A panic attack is an abrupt surge of intense fear or intense discomfort that reaches a peak within minutes.

**Note:** The abrupt surge can occur from a calm state or an anxious state.

**UPDATE #8 (5-25-16):** Revision in Module G: Typo corrected in OCD summary instruction.

**AFFECTED INSTRUCTION: Page G.5 (field code G13) in Module G (9-SCID-5-RV-Module-G).**

**Error:** The summary statement says, “OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER CRITERIA A, B, C, D, AND E ARE CODED “3.”” The fifth item, i.e., “E” was an unnecessary carryover from the SCID for DSM-IV which had 5 OCD criteria, one of which was deleted in the DSM-5, (i.e., criterion B: “at some point during the course of the disorder, the person has recognized that the obsessions or compulsions are excessive or unreasonable”).

**Resolution:** Omit reference to the fifth criterion E so that only four remain.

**Fixed Version:** OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER CRITERIA A, B, C, AND D AND E ARE CODED “3.”
UPDATE #9 (9-12-16): Revision in Patient Overview only. Field codes within the Lifetime Alcohol and Drug Use section have been corrected to properly reflect the Patient Overview field code designation.

**AFFECTED FIELD CODES:** Pages 7 and 8 (field codes OP15-OP22) in Patient Overview (2a-SCID-5-RV-Patient_Overview).

**Error:** The field codes OP15-OP22 in the Patient Overview were erroneously listed with the Non-Patient field code designation, i.e., ONP15-ONP22.

**Resolution:** Correct the field codes to OP15, OP16, OP17, OP18, OP19, OP20, OP21, and OP22.

**Fixed Version:** FIELD CODES ARE LISTED AS OP15, OP16, OP17, OP18, OP19, OP20, OP21, OP22

UPDATE #10 (9-28-16): Revision in Module A (With Specifiers Version Only): The wording for the interview question for criterion B.1 in Melancholic Features has been improved.

**AFFECTED INTERVIEW QUESTION:** Page A.4.5 (field code AS36) in the “With Melancholic Features” section of Module A with specifiers (4a-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-with-specifiers).

**Error:** The interview question for criterion B.1 in Melancholic features (“...was your feeling of (depression/OWN WORDS) different from the kind of feeling you would get if someone close to you died? (Or something else bad happened to you?)”) is geared to the DSM-IV wording of this criterion (“distinct quality of depressed mood, i.e., the depressed mood is experienced as distinctly different from the kind of feeling experienced after the death of a loved one”) and was not properly updated to capture the revised wording in DSM-5 (“A distinct quality of depressed mood characterized by profound despondency, despair, and/or moroseness or by so-called empty mood”).

**Resolution:** The interview question has been rewritten to better capture the characteristics cited in the DSM-5 version of the criterion.

**Fixed Version:**

...were you feeling extremely down, despairing or gloomy - different from the kind of feeling you would get if someone close to you died?

1. A distinct quality of depressed mood characterized by profound despondency, despair, and/or moroseness or by so-called empty mood.

IF NO: Were you feeling empty inside?

UPDATE #11 (10-10-16): Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifier Versions): Additional words inadvertently left in criterion B have been deleted in both the Current and Past Hypomanic Episode Sections.

**AFFECTED CRITERION B:** Pages A.14 (before field code A75) and A.23 (before field code A113) in both versions of Module A (4a SCID-5-RV-with-specifiers) and (4b-SCID-5-RV-without-specifiers).

**Error:** A mistype in the wording in the criterion B “stem” statements for both Current Hypomanic Episode and Past Hypomanic Episode erroneously repeat the phrase “and represent a noticeable change from usual behavior.”
Resolution: Omit the extraneous words in the four different areas requiring revision.

Fixed Version:

B. During the period of mood disturbance and increased energy or activity, three (or more) of the following symptoms (four if the mood is only irritable) have persisted, represent a noticeable change from usual behavior, and have been present to a significant degree:

Fixed Version: and represent a noticeable change from usual behavior.

UPDATE #12 (2-3-17): Revision in Module L (Both Standard and Detailed Trauma Versions): Correct typo in Criterion D algorithm in PTSD.

**AFFECTED CRITERION D:** Page L.15 (field code L125) in both versions of Module L (12a-SCID-5-RV-Module-L-standard-trauma) and (12b-SCID_5-RV-Module-L-detailed trauma).

**Error:** The SCID algorithmic item at the end of the criterion D item assessment (item code L125) is incorrect in specifying three symptoms: AT LEAST THREE “D” SXS ARE CODED “3.” The wording in the criterion D “stem” immediately before field code L111 correctly reads: “Negative alterations in cognitions and mood associated with the traumatic event(s), beginning or worsening after the traumatic event(s) occurred, as evidenced by two (or more) of the following”.

**Resolution:** Change the word to read TWO instead of THREE, and leave the “3” rating as is.

**Fixed Version:**

AT LEAST TWO “D” SXS ARE CODED “3.”

UPDATE #13 (2-13-17): Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifier Versions): Correct typo in Criterion B.1 in Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder.

**AFFECTED CRITERION B:** Page A.36 (field code A174) in both versions of Module A (4a-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-with-specifiers) and (4b-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-without-specifiers).

**Error:** Criterion B.1 in Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder currently reads: “1. Marked affective liability (e.g., mood swings; feeling suddenly sad or tearful, or increased sensitivity to rejection).”

**Resolution:** Correct the word “liability” to read “lability”.

**Fixed Version:**

1. Marked affective lability (e.g., mood swings; feeling suddenly sad or tearful, or increased sensitivity to rejection).

UPDATE #14: (3-18-17): Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifiers Versions): Remove skip out line graphic and modify instruction for Criteria A.1 and A.2 in both current and past MDE.

**AFFECTED SKIP INSTRUCTIONS:** Page A.1 (field codes A1 and A2) and Page A.5 (field codes A27 and A28) in both versions of Module A (4a-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-with-specifiers) and (4b-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-without-specifiers).

**Error:** Virtually all of the diagnostic criteria sets in the SCID begin with an initial diagnostic criterion which, if rated “1,” allows the interviewer to skip out of the assessment of that disorder (i.e., there is a skip instruction hanging under the rating of “1” but none hanging under the “2” and “3” ratings).
Consequently, the interviewer is supposed to continue with the assessment of that disorder if the first item has been rated “2” or “3.” The reason we don’t skip out with a “2” rating is that even though ultimately a rating of “3” would be needed to make a final diagnosis, the process of going through all the diagnostic criteria with the subject often helps to jog the subject’s memory and might provide enough additional details to recode this item from a “2” to a “3.” Because of the lack of skipping out on ratings of “2,” the final rating for a disorder is a summary statement requiring that each of the component criteria has been coded “3” (e.g., CRITERION A, B, C, AND D ARE CODED “3.”)

The skip instructions for current and past Major Depressive Episode erroneously did not follow this SCID convention. The skip instruction for current and past MDE are unique in that the skip out depends on the combined ratings of both items A.1 and A.2; reflecting the DSM-5 requirement that EITHER depressed mood (criterion A.1) OR diminished interest or pleasure (criterion A.2) be present. As written, however, the interviewer is instructed to skip out “IF NEITHER ITEM A.1 NOR A.2 IS CODED “3,” which essentially means that ratings of “2” on either item would not prevent the interviewer from skipping out, which is at variance with the standard SCID convention of continuing with a rating of “2.” Moreover, the skip instructions for A.1 and A.2 use a special graphic consistent of a combination of vertical and diagonal lines to indicate that the skip applies to ratings of “1” and “2” for both items.

Resolution: Eliminate the vertical lines below the “2” rating, and modify the skip instruction to read: “IF BOTH ITEM A.1 AND A.2 ARE CODED “1,…..” from “IF NEITHER ITEM A.1 NOR A.2 IS CODED “3,.....”
Fixed Version: Only the changes made to the current MDE section are shown below, however these changes also apply to the past MDE section with the exception that each section has a different go to statement i.e., for current MDE: GO TO *PAST MAJOR DEPRESSIVE EPISODE* A.5 and for past MDE: GO TO *CURRENT MANIC EPISODE* A.10.)

Since (1 MONTH AGO), has there been a period of time when you were feeling depressed or down most of the day nearly every day? (Has anyone said that you look sad, down, or depressed?)

*IF NO:* What about feeling empty or hopeless most of the day nearly every day?

*IF YES TO EITHER OF ABOVE:* What has that been like? How long has it lasted? (As long as 2 weeks?)

*IF PREVIOUS ITEM CODED “3:”* During that time, did you lose interest or pleasure in things you usually enjoyed? (What has that been like? Give me some examples.)

*IF PREVIOUS ITEM NOT CODED “3:”* What about a time since (1 MONTH AGO) when you lost interest or pleasure in things you usually enjoyed? (What has that been like? Give me some examples.)

*IF YES:* Has it been nearly every day? How long has it lasted? (As long as 2 weeks?)

1. Depressed mood most of the day, nearly every day, as indicated either by subjective report (e.g., feels sad, empty, hopeless) or observation made by others (e.g., appears tearful). NOTE: in children or adolescents, can be irritable mood.

2. Markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities most of the day, nearly every day (as indicated either by subjective account or observation).

UPDATE #15 (3-18-17) Revision in Module A (With Specifiers Version Only): Remove skip out line graphic and modify instruction for Criteria A.1 and A.2 in Melancholic Features specifier.

**AFFECTED SKIP INSTRUCTION:** Page A.4.5 (field codes AS34 and AS35) in Module A with specifiers only (4a-SCID-5-RV-Module-A-with-specifiers).

**Error:** The skip instruction for Melancholic Features was set up similar to the skip instruction for criteria A.1 and A.2 in Major Depressive Episode (see above explanation under Update #13), i.e., the interviewer is instructed to skip out if neither A.1 or A.2 have been coded “3.”

**Resolution:** Eliminate the vertical lines below the “2” rating, and modify the skip instruction to read: “IF BOTH ITEM A.1 AND A.2 ARE CODED “1,” GO TO *PAST MAJOR DEPRESSIVE EPISODE* A.5.”
Fixed Version:

1. Loss of pleasure in all, or almost all activities.
   ? 1 2 3 AS34

2. Lack of reactivity to usually pleasurable stimuli (does not feel much better, even temporarily, when something good happens).
   ? 1 2 3 AS35

IF BOTH A.1 AND A.2 ARE CODED "1," GO TO "ATYPICAL FEATURES" A.4.6

UPDATE #16 (4-11-17): Revision in Module A (Both With and Without Specifiers Versions): Corrected field code for criterion D in Premenstrual Dysphoria Disorder.


Error: Field code A188 was erroneously repeated. Field code A188 should have only been included on the bottom of page A.38, which corresponds with a question clarifying past menstrual symptoms under criterion C.7. However, this same field code number A188 was duplicated on the top of page A.39 and inadvertently applied to criterion D.

Resolution: Change the field code on the top of page A.39 to read: A189 from A188.

Fixed Version:

IF UNKNOWN: What effect have (PMDD SXS) had on your life?

D. The symptoms are associated with clinically significant distress or interference with work, school, usual social activities, or relationships with others (e.g., avoidance of social activities; decreased productivity and efficiency at work, school, or home).
   ? 1 2 3 A189

UPDATE #17 (4-11-17): Revision in Module A (Without Specifiers Version Only): Corrected field codes starting with criterion D of Premenstrual Dysphoria Disorder through the end of the module.


Error: As noted above, (see Update #16), field code A188 was erroneously repeated, appearing at the end of page A.38, as well with the first item on page A.39. Correction of the second instance of field code A188 to A189, necessitates that all the remaining items codes be increased by the numeric value of 1.

Resolution: Beginning at the top of page A.39, the first field code listed with criterion D should read A189. Increase each subsequent field code by a value of 1 so that the next field code for criterion E is shown as A190. These field code changes are to be made throughout the remainder of the module so that the last field code on page A.50 in the Substance-Induced Depressive section is shown as A223.
**Fixed Version:**

SUBSTANCE-INDUCED DEPRESSIVE DISORDER
CRITERIA A, B, C, AND E ARE CODED “3.”

1
3

SUBSTANCE/MEDICATION-INDUCED DEPRESSIVE DISORDER

Check here ___ if current in the past month

*Indicate context of development of mood symptoms:*

1 – With onset during intoxication
2 – With onset during withdrawal

RETURN TO EPISODE BEING EVALUATED

**UPDATE #18 (4-11-17): Revision in Module C: (not B/C Screening Module) Correction in instructions for rating the number of months prior to interview when subject last had symptoms in the Chronology of Schizophreniform Disorder, Brief Psychotic Disorder, Psychotic Disorder Due to AMC, Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder, or Other Specified Psychotic Disorder.**

**AFFECTED RATING INSTRUCTIONS: Page C.19 (field code C64) in Module C (5a-SCID-5-RV-Modules-B-and-C).**

**Error:** In the Chronology section indicating whether Schizophreniform Disorder, Brief Psychotic Disorder, Psychotic Disorder Due to AMC, Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder or Other Specified Psychotic Disorder has been present in the past month, a vertical line connecting the “1” ratings (i.e., indicating that the disorders have not been present in the past month) to an item in which the rater writes in the number of months prior to the interview since symptoms meeting full criteria have been met. This item inadvertently omitted “Other Specified Psychotic Disorder” from the list of disorders. The phrase “to the interview when subject” was also omitted in error.

**Resolution:** Change the rating instructions to read, “Number of months prior to the interview when subject last had symptoms that meet full criteria for Schizophreniform, Brief Psychotic Disorder, Psychotic Disorder Due to AMC, Substance-induced Psychotic Disorder, or Other Specified Psychotic Disorder.”
Fixed Version:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When did you last have (PSYCHOTIC SXS)?</th>
<th>Number of months prior to the interview when subject last had symptoms that meet full criteria for Schizophreniform, Brief Psychotic Disorder, Psychotic Disorder Due to AMC, Substance-induced Psychotic Disorder, or Other Specified Psychotic Disorder.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UPDATE #19 (4-11-17): Revision in Module D: Typo corrected in instructions for rating Current Major Depressive Disorder Severity.**

**Affected Instruction:** Page D.17 (between field codes D61 and D62) in Module D (6-SCID-5-RV-Module-D).

**Error:** The word “worst” was inaccurately written as “worse” in the rating instruction for Current Major Depressive Disorder severity.

**Resolution:** Modify the text so that the word worst is changed from worse.

**Fixed Version:**

*Indicate current severity for the worst week in the past month:* (circle the appropriate number)

**UPDATE #20 (4-11-17): Revision in Module E: Correction to skip instructions at the bottom of Prior-to-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder Coding in the assessment of Prior-to-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder.**

**Affected Skip Instructions:** Bottom of Page E.26 (after field code E331) in Module E (7-SCID-5-RV-Module-E).

**Error:** The skip instructions for the different options that connect to the “1” rating (i.e., indicating criteria were not met for a Prior-to-12-month Substance Use Disorder for a drug class) are listed incorrectly. In the case of Option #1 (which determines whether criteria are met for the most problematic substance), the skip instruction directs the user to go back to the beginning of the section (page E.20) to re-assess the next most problematic substance, and if criteria are not met for that class of substance, to continue with the third most problematic substance, and so on until all drug classes used prior to the past 12 months have been assessed. Once all drug classes have been assessed and none of them meet criteria for a Substance Use Disorder, the skip instruction should instead direct the user to go to the next module. Instead, the skip instruction erroneously directs the user to the “next page to record specific names of substances and remission status.” Similarly, the skip instruction for Option #2 (which determines the three most heavily used substances) and Option #3 (all drug classes at use threshold), which are respectively grouped together should direct the user to the next module, but instead misdirects the user to “go to the next page to record specific names of substances and remission status.”

**Resolution:** Modify the skip instructions for Option #1, and Options #2 and #3, to go to the next module, after establishing there are no other drug classes coded “3”.

**For Option #1:**

*If there is evidence of clinically significant use of another drug class prior to the past 12 months (other than those already assessed), go back to E.20 and re-assess criteria for*
THAT DRUG CLASS. OTHERWISE, GO TO THE NEXT MODULE. NEXT PAGE TO RECORD SPECIFIC NAMES OF SUBSTANCES AND REMISSION STATUS.

For Options #2 and #3:

IF NO DRUG CLASSES CODED “3” (I.E., NO SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER PRIOR TO PAST 12 MONTHS), GO TO THE NEXT MODULE. PAGE TO RECORD SPECIFIC NAMES OF SUBSTANCES AND REMISSION STATUS.

Fixed Version:

IF SELECTED OPTION #1 (MOST PROBLEMATIC SUBSTANCE):

IF THERE IS EVIDENCE OF CLINICALLY SIGNIFICANT USE OF ANOTHER DRUG CLASS PRIOR TO THE PAST 12 MONTHS (OTHER THAN THOSE ALREADY ASSESSED), GO BACK TO E.20 AND RE-ASSESS CRITERIA FOR THAT DRUG CLASS. OTHERWISE, GO TO THE NEXT MODULE.

IF SELECTED OPTION #2 (THREE MOST HEAVILY USED) OR OPTION #3 (ALL DRUG CLASSES AT USE THRESHOLD):

IF NO DRUG CLASSES CODED “3” (I.E., NO SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER PRIOR TO PAST 12 MONTHS), GO TO THE NEXT MODULE.

UPDATE #21 (4-11-17): Revision in Module F: Change to rating summary statement in Past Generalized Anxiety Disorder A to match corresponding rating summary statement in Current Generalized Anxiety Disorder.

AFFECTED CRITERION C: Page F.28 (field code F136) in Module F (8-SCID-5-RV-Module-F).

Error: The summary rating statement for criterion C for current GAD reads “AT LEAST THREE “C” SXS ARE CODED “3” AND AT LEAST SOME OCCURRED MORE DAYS THAN NOT FOR PAST 6 MONTHS” whereas the corresponding statement in past GAD is “AT LEAST THREE “C” SXS ARE CODED “3.” Both should be the same.

Resolution: Modify past GAD rating summary statement by appending the words, “AND AT LEAST SOME OCCURRED MORE DAYS THAN NOT FOR PAST 6 MONTHS”

Fixed Version:

IF UNCLEAR: Did at least some of these symptoms like (SXS CODED “3”) happen for more days than not over the (6 MONTH PERIOD OF ANXIETY AND WORRY)?

AT LEAST THREE “C” SXS ARE CODED “3” AND AT LEAST SOME OCCURRED MORE DAYS THAN NOT FOR PAST 6 MONTHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F136</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GO TO *OTHER SPECIFIED ANXIETY DISORDER* F.31 OR *SEPARATION ANXIETY DISORDER* Opt-F.1
**UPDATE #22 (4-11-17): Revision in Module I: Change to summary statement for current Binge Eating Disorder in Binge Eating Disorder Chronology.**

**AFFECTED SUMMARY STATEMENT: Page I.9 (field code I52) in Module I (10-SCID-5-RV-Module-I).**

**Error:** The summary rating statement for current Binge Eating Disorder states “BINGE-EATING DISORDER CRITERIA A, B, C, D, AND E ARE CODED “3” FOR THE PAST 3 MONTHS.” While this summary statement is technically correct, the SCID-5-RV does not actually include a separate rating for criterion A for Binge Eating Disorder. Instead, since criterion A for Bulimia Nervosa and Binge Eating Disorder are identical, the rating made for criterion A in Bulimia Nervosa is essentially “shared” with Binge Eating Disorder.

**Resolution:** To avoid confusion, the summary statement for current Binge Eating Disorder is revised to read: “BULIMIA NERVOSA CRITERION A AND BINGE-EATING DISORDER CRITERIA A, B, C, D, AND E ARE CODED “3” FOR THE PAST 3 MONTHS.”

**Fixed Version:**

| BULIMIA NERVOSA CRITERION A AND BINGE-EATING DISORDER CRITERIA B, C, D, AND E ARE CODED “3” FOR THE PAST 3 MONTHS. | ? | 1 | 3 | I52 |
|---|---|---|---|
| PAST BINGE-EATING DISORDER | CURRENT BINGE-EATING DISORDER |

**UPDATE #23 (4-11-17): Revision in Overview (Both Patient and Nonpatient Versions):**

Insert newly created field codes in the Lifetime Non-Alcohol Substance Use Section.

**AFFECTED FIELD CODES: Pages 7 and 8 (field codes OP15-OP22) in Patient Overview (2a-SCID-5-RV_Patient_Overview) and Pages 5 and 6 (field codes ONP15-ONP22) in Non-Patient Overview (2b-SCID-5-RV-Non-patient_Overview)**

**Error:** The SCID-5-RV convention is a single field code per data point. In the assessment of Lifetime Non-alcohol Substance Use, each drug class lists only a single field code, which is incorrect since there are two data points to be recorded for each drug class (i.e., “LIFETIME” in the middle column and “PAST YEAR” (right-hand column).

**Resolution:** Insert an additional field code to denote “PAST YEAR” ratings for each drug class in the table. To maintain backward compatibility with prior versions, the new field codes for PAST YEAR will be designated by the suffix “a.” The original field codes without the suffix “a” will now apply exclusively to the LIFETIME ratings in the middle column. For example, in the Patient Version of the Overview, the new field code for Sedatives-Hypnotics-Anxiolytics is OP15a for Past Year, and OP15 is for Lifetime. For the Patient Version of the Overview Only, add field codes OP15a through OP22a to the right hand column underneath each existing field code with the corresponding number (see example below). These same field code insertions apply to the Nonpatient Version of the Overview with the exception that the field code numbering is ONP15a through ONP22a.
**Fixed Version:** (Below is an illustration of the Sedative-Hypnotic-Anxiolytics row updates as shown in the Patient Overview followed by the Nonpatient Overview. These field code insertions are to be respectively repeated for the designated rows in each version).

**Now I’d like to ask you about your use of drugs or medicines over your lifetime.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOR EACH SPECIFIC DRUG IN THE CLASS, INDICATE USE PATTERN BASED ON QUESTIONS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE</th>
<th>LIFETIME</th>
<th>PAST YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate “3” if used more than 6 times in any year (other than past year) or, if prescribed/OTC, the possibility of abuse</td>
<td>Rate “3” if used more than 6 times in the past year or, if prescribed/OTC, the possibility of abuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Have you taken any pills to calm you down, help you relax, or help you sleep? (Drugs like Valium, Xanax, Ativan, Klonopin, Ambien, Sonata, or Lunesta?)**

| Sedatives-hypnotics-anxiolytics: 1 3 1 3 OP15 OP15a |

**UPDATE #24 (4-11-17): Revision in Module E: Update Instructions for *Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder* and *Prior-to-Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder* to reflect the field code differentiation in the Overview.**

**AFFECTED INSTRUCTIONS:** Instruction on the top of Page E.10 (field code E38) and instruction on the top of page E.19 (above field code E194) in Module E (7-SCID-5-RV_Module_E).

**Error:** The Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder and Prior-to-Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder instructions are incorrect in that they now need to take into account the differentiated field codes for LIFETIME AND PAST YEAR ratings that have been added in the Non-Alcohol Substance Use Section of the Patient and Nonpatient Overview (see Update #24).

**Resolution:** For the instruction on the top of page E.10 (Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder), beginning with the section that reads: “FOR DRUGS USED IN PAST 12 MONTHS” insert a comma and the words, “FIELD CODES OP15a-OP22a,” after “PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 7-8”. Where the instruction reads, “OR NON-PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 5-6” eliminate the closed parenthesis and
period, and insert a comma and, “FIELD CODES ONP15a-ONP22a.” The instruction on page E.19 (Prior-to-Past-12-Month Non-Alcohol Substance Use Disorder) is similarly modified so that after the statement reads, “PAGES 7-8” a comma and the words “FIELD CODES OP15a-OP22a” are inserted. After “PAGES 5-6” insert a comma followed by “FIELD CODES ONP15a-ONP22”.

Fixed Versions:

Page E.10:

*PAST-12-MONTH NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER*

REVIEW HISTORY OF DRUG USE ON PAGES 7-8 OF PATIENT OVERVIEW (OR PAGES 5-6 OF NON-PATIENT OVERVIEW). IF DENIES ANY LIFETIME DRUG USE IN OVERVIEW, CHECK HERE ___ AND GO TO NEXT MODULE.

FOR DRUGS USED IN PAST 12 MONTHS: CODE “3” FOR EACH DRUG CLASS BELOW BASED ON CODING IN RIGHT HAND COLUMN OF OVERVIEW DRUG ASSESSMENT (PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 7-8, FIELD CODES OP15a-OP22a, OR NON-PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 5-6, FIELD CODES ONP15a-ONP22a). OTHERWISE, CODE “1” FOR THAT DRUG CLASS.

Page E.19:

*PRIOR-TO-PAST-12-MONTH NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER*

FOR DRUG CLASSES USED PRIOR TO THE PAST 12 MONTHS DURING THE SUBJECT’S LIFETIME AND FOR WHICH CRITERIA ARE NOT ALREADY MET IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS FOR SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER (I.E., NOT CODED “3” ON PAGE E.17), CODE “3” FOR EACH DRUG CLASS BELOW BASED ON CODING IN THE MIDDLE COLUMN OF OVERVIEW DRUG ASSESSMENT (PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 7-8, FIELD CODES OP15-OP22, OR NON-PATIENT OVERVIEW PAGES 5-6, FIELD CODES ONP15-ONP22). OTHERWISE CODE “1.”

NOTE: IF AN ASSESSMENT OF THE SEVERITY OF ALL NON-ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS PRIOR TO THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS NEEDED, IGNORE ABOVE INSTRUCTION TO CODE “3” ONLY FOR DRUG CLASSES FOR WHICH CRITERIA ARE NOT ALREADY CURRENT MET, I.E., CODE “3” FOR EACH DRUG CLASS BASED ON CODING IN MIDDLE COLUMN FOR ALL DRUG CLASSES.